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(Receiced 8 April 1975) 
LET M be a compact connected differentiable manifold and d the collection of C’ flows (r 2 l), 
F = {ft} which satisfy Smale’s Axiom A and the no cycle property [ 12, lo]. The nonwandering set 
0(F) of such a flow can be written 
a(F) = fl, u . * . u n, 
where the ni are pairwise disjoint closed F-invariant sets and F\Qi is topologically transitive 
(spectral decomposition theorem[l2, lo]). Recall that a flow @ = {$*} on X is called mixing 
provided there is a T = T( U, V) for any nonempty open subsets U, V of X so that 
$l(U) n Vi 0 whenever t 2 T(U, V). 
Call a basic set Ri infinite if it is neither a single point nor a single closed orbit. 
THEOREM 1. The set V = {F E SQ : FlRi is not mixing for some infinite sZi} is of the first 
category in ti under the C’ topology (1 5 Y I m). 
THEOREM 2. Let %I C d be the set of C’ Anosoa flows on M which have a global cross-section 
which is an infranilmanifold. Then W is open in d and 913, = {F E 92 : F is mixing} is open and 
dense in 93. 
These results are not surprising. An Anosov flow which is not mixing can be represented as a 
constant time suspension of a diffeomorphism. One expects that this property is easily destroyed 
by perturbation. What is surprising is that Theorem 2 depends on a special homology property of 
Anosov diffeomorphisms (due to A. N. L&hits) and that strengthening Theorem 2 seems to 
require progress in the classification of Anosov diffeomorphisms. Our results are connected with 
ergodic theory as follows: for a C2 flow in & the time distribution of almost every x E M 
converges to a measure on some attractor, and that measure is Bernoulli if the attractor is 
mixing[3]. 
A global cross-section for a continuous flow @ = {&} on a compact space X is a closed subset 
N C X for which X = U &,N for some (Y >O and U $,N is an open subset of X disjoint 
tElO,al I ~C0.P , 
from N for some p 10. One then obtains a homeomorphism g : N -+ N and a positive 
continuous function r : N --f R by 
and 
r(x) = smallest t > 0 with &x E N 
g(x) = &1,x. 
One says that 4) is the suspension of g : N + N under the function r. 
PROPOSITION [2]. Let fli be a basic set for F = {ft} E ~4 as above. The following are equivalent: 
(a) FJRi is not mixing 
(b) FIni has a global cross-section N for which r : N + R a constant function 
(c) there is a T > 0 so that t E ZT whenever &x = x for some x E ni. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let V, = {F E V : Fjf& satisfies condition (c) for some T 2 E and some 
infinite ni}. Then V = U VI,,, by the proposition and it is enough to prove that V, is closed and 
n>0 
nowhere dense in d. Let G k = {g,‘} E V, and Gk + F E d in the C’ topology. By the 
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o-stability theorem[lO] F has a neighborhood “21 so that Gin(G) and Fin(F) are conjugate flows 
when G E %. Then the R,, correspond one-to-one to the R,, Taking a subsequence of {G “}F=, 
we may assume condition (c) holds for Gk with 7k 2 E and a fixed i. For any closed orbit y of & 
there is a corresponding closed orbit yk of R- ,.G~ and the period of yk approaches that of y as 
k + x; see [lo]. Since 7k is bounded by the period of yk one has rk E [E, E’] for large k where 
E’ > period of y. Taking a subsequence of {G “} one can assume rk + T E [E, ~‘1. For any closed 
orbit y of F one gets 
period yk = nkrk + period y. 
Hence period y must be a multiple of T and F E V.. 
Nearby F E V, we want to find G E d with G B V,. Let fli be an infinite basic set with 
FIni not mixing. As Ri is infinite one can find two distinct closed orbits yl and y2. Let V be a 
closed neighborhood of y, with V fl yz = 4. One can find a GC’ close to F which agrees with F 
outside of V and which changes the period of y, any small desired amount. So long as the new 
period for y, is not in the discrete set 
I II period y2 : n m E m ’ z 3 period ~2 z E m > 
one has G + V,. 0 
The above proof was motivated by Sinai’s proof [I 11 that most Anosov flows do not admit 
smooth invariant measures. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that F E 3 has global cross-section N with Poincare map 
g : N + N and return time Y : N -+ R. We are assuming N is an infranilmanifold; N may be 
assumed smooth, using a slight perturbation if necessary. Then I is differentiable and g : N + N 
is an Anosov diffeomorphism. If G” is C’ near F, then N will be a global cross-section for Gk 
with corresponding maps gk : N -+ N and rk : N + R. G” is an Anosov flow and gk an Anosov 
diffeomorphism [l] as they are C ’ near G and g. Gk E % and ?$ is open. 
Lemma. Assume that N is an injranilmanijold and F is not mixing. Then there is a constant 
d > 0 so that each closed orbit y of F has prime period dn (y) where n(y) is the minimal positive n 
for which g”x =x jorx E y f? N. 
Proof. By condition (c) of the proposition there is r >O so that 
period y = c r(g’x) E Zr 
k=O 
when g”x = x. If s(x) = exp (2&(x)/T) E S’, this says ,FO s(gkx) = 1. By a result of Livshits[7, 
Theorem 31 (g is topologically transitive by [8]) there is a continuous u : N --) S’ so that 
1 = u(x)-‘s(x)u(gx) for all x E N. 
The function u : N + S’ represents a cohomology class [u] E H’(N, 2) (see [6, p. 491). As s 
factors through R, [s] = 1, the identity element of the group H’(N,Z) which we write 
multiplicatively, and the above equation gives 
1 = [u]~‘[uog] 
or 
[ul = g*[ul. 
By [4,5] u must be in the identity class; here we are using that N is an infranilmanifold. SO u = 1 
and one can find a continuous v : N + R with u(x) = exp (2aiv(x)/r). Then 
1 = exp (2?ri(r(x) + v(gx) - v(x))/~) 
or 
r*(x) = r(x) + v(gx)- v(x) E ZT. 
As r* is continuous r*(x) = d = mr. Then 
period y = 2 r(g”x) = c r*(gkx) = nd. 0 
k=” k-0 
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To finish the proof of Theorem 2 we assume G“ -+ F with G* not mixing and show F is not 
mixing. This will imply P& is open in 3 ; it is dense by Theorem 1. For each closed orbit y of F 
there corresponds a closed orbit yk of Gk. A point x E y II N corresponds to some point 
XI, E yk l-l N and 
gk”(xk) = Xk when g”(X) = X. 
Applying the above lemma to Gk we have 
period -,” = Iz,kdk = ?l,dr, 
for some dk >O. As k + ~0, period yk +period y, 
dk ~ period Y -=d>O. 
n, 
This constant, being the limit of the dk, is independent of y. Hence period y E Zd and F is not 
mixing by the proposition Cl. 
The assumption that N is an infranilmanifold is unfortunate. It is true however that any 
nonmixing Anosov flow is the suspension of some Anosov diffeomorphism g : N + N [l, 91 and 
every known Anosov diffeomorphism acts on an infranilmanifold[8]. The assumption on N can 
be weakened [5] to: N is a compact manifold whose fundamental group has a polycyclic subgroup 
of finite index and whose universal covering has finite dimensional rational homology and 
g : N + N is topologically transitive. 
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